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ABSTRACT 

 

 The Iranian culture and civilization is the outcome of endeavor and pondering of all habitants of Iran and strengthen of its internal 

coherence and convergence requires paying attention to the endeavor of all these races during the long history of this land and valuing it. 

The author has considered the tendency of people of Sardashtregion for remaining Iranian or becoming Ottoman in Iran and Ottoman's 
archives. Considering their common historical memories and cultural dependencies with the Iranian and the attempt of Ottoman agents to 

tempt and mislead them, using common religion as an excuse, the people of Sardasht (Sardashties)showed their preference for remaining 

Iranian rather than becoming Ottoman, in a letter to the foreign office of Iran. However, short while after that,the Qajar's inappropriate 
behavior like appointing cruel rulers who were not aware of the region's condition, made people o write another letter to Ottoman Sultan 

unwillingly and seek his help to save them. According to the findings of our study the Kurds recognize themselves as Iranian, but 

sometimes the cruelty of their Iranian rulers, make them to resort to Ottomans.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Considering the conflicts between the two 

empires because of religion differences, foreign 

temptation, etc; one important problem between Iran 

and Ottoman was the determining of borders. The 

most borderers of both sides were Kurds who in 

terms of race and history were Iranian although had 

common religion with Ottomans. Theborderers in 

north were mainly Sunni Kurds whosuffered a lot. 

However in the treaty of "QasreShirin or Zahab" [31] 

and the peace pact of "Hamadan" (1727 A.D /1140 

A.H), the determining of borders were discussed in 

part, the border determining was not accurate and 

clear [32]. Since the most border residents were 

tribes whomigrate between the two borders to 

providethe necessities of their life, exact 

determination of borders was difficult and this 

problem lasted till the Qajar era and finally both 

sidesreached an agreement to set the borders 

clearly,on20
th

 may 1847/JamadiolAkhar 1263called  

Erzurum the second . The third chapter of this 

agreement says : "commissioners and engineers to be 

appointed to determine the borders of the countries", 

also chapter 8 mentions that" the residents of 

disputed borders, just one time are allowedto select 

the place they will live on by their own choice 

[32].The people of Sardasht , as one of these disputed 

areas in the west of small Zab, must choose one of 

the two countries freely (Istanbul's Prime Minister 

Archive, foreign office, N:3548,). 

 In this study,we have considered 2 documents 

containing of 2 letters from Sardasht's people to the 

Ottoman and Iranian rulers in two different times. In 

the first letter, people tend to join Iran to preserve 

their Iranian nationality but in the second one they 

resort to Ottoman Empire to save them from their 

Iranian cruel ruler. 

 

We aim to find the answer of questions like these: 

1) What is the reason of Sardashties' tendency for 

remaining Iranian in spite of having common religion 

with Ottoman Empire? 

2) Why in the short time (the period between the 

two letters), the Sardashties' view point and outlook 

changed so dramatically and resort to Ottoman 

Empire? 

3) Have the kind of government, the view and 

behavior of rulers, leaded to the great change in 

Kurds' outlook especially in Sardasht? 

 The authors suppose that the Kurds 

andSardashties, who are Sunni Kurds, always 

consider themselves Iranian and the citizens of this 

territory, but the  condition of life at past, mainly in 
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the form of migrant tribes,and the inappropriate 

behavior of non-Kurd rulers in different Periods lead 

them to turn toward Ottoman. 

 The present study considers two historical 

documents during 1851-1910 A.D(1268 A.H -

1329A.H) and other related historical resourcesand 

tries to inspect an issue which has not yet been 

inspected in spite of its political and historical 

importance, although the issue has been considered 

generally in some historical resources like 

"TahqiqateSarhaddieh" and "the historical 

consideration of disputed boundaries of Iran and 

Iraq", the interest and outlook of the region's 

residents and their tendency to select Iran or 

Ottomanhavenot been considered seriously.Therefore 

we aim to remedy this shortcoming . 

 Thepresent article studies documents which 

apparently reflect the contradiction of Sardasht 

people's view in1910AD/1851AH toward Iran and 

Ottoman rulers. But close attention to historical 

texture of that period doesn't reflect any contradiction 

but implies that a mere correlation of minorities with 

a government doesn't preserve the sense of solidarity 

but identification flourishing is a bilateral process 

that both citizens and governments must accept 

itsroles and expectations for its boostingand if 

governments neglects it, the union of minorities with 

central government will encounter important 

challenges.The present study can be useful for 

Iranian governors in dealing with different races and 

nations in order that their enemies can't achieve their 

goals of disunity and separatism using the excuse of 

diversity of religions , races and nations in such a 

sensitive situation.  

 

An Overview to Boundary Conflicts between Iran 

and Iraq: 

 There have beentheboundary conflicts 

betweenIran and Ottoman from the beginning of 

Safavid until the fall of Qajar, and in spite of many 

efforts and contracts, the border 

lineswereneverdetermined clearly. The Chalderan 

War and its afterward conflicts at the end leaded 

toMasyh peaceContract (1555 A.D, 962 A.H) [35], 

by virtue of this contract some parts of Azerbaijan, 

Kurdstan and north of Georgia were given to 

Ottoman, and Armenia and east Azerbaijan were 

given to Iran [63]. Both sides were bounded to the 

contract's contents, until Ismail the second (1576 

AD) violated the promisethrough providing for an 

attack to Ottoman territory. Therefore sultan Morad 

ordered the governor of Van province, Khosro Pasha, 

to encourage the Sunni Kurds to attack and plunder 

of Azerbaijan cities [33]. 

 Shah Abbas the grate ( 1587-1629 )in order to 

restore the lost lands and reinforcement, was forced 

to accept Istanbul peace pact (1590 AD,999 AH), by 

virtue of this contract Azerbaijan (except from 

Ardebil and Talesh) an important part of Lorestan 

and some parts of western regions of Iran were given 

to Ottoman government [40]. Shah Abbas,in 1603 

AD/1012 enjoyed the weakness of Ottoman Empire 

and restored all the lost lands, then as before they 

restarted negotiations and concluded Istanbul peace 

pact II (1603AD, 1022AH),which made Ottoman 

Empireto give back Azerbaijan, Kurdstan , Lorestan 

and Khuzestan and return to the borders determined 

inMasyh peace Contract . A few years later they 

made Yerevan peace pact (1618AD, 1027AH). After 

the death of Shah Abbas , Ottomans tried to make up 

for the past and started fighting again and at last 

concluded Zahab contract between the two countries 

(called Qasr e shirin in Ottoman documents)in 1639 

AD/1049 AH ".The Turkish text of this contract is 

available in different books  [55,5,64] but the Persian 

text doesn't exist in archives or even in history books. 

This contract was signed between Sultan Morad the 

forth and Shah Safi, by virtue of it Bagdad, Basra 

and parts of western Kurdistan were given to 

Ottomans and eastern Azerbaijan, Armenia and 

Georgia were given to Iran. This contract has a 

special status for setting its following contracts in 

terms of importance, comprehensiveness and 

documentation, so it is considered to be a turning 

point in the relation of two countries, because it has 

determined the state of disputed areas and the peace 

lasted for a century. According to this contract the 

Baban Emirate was divided between the two 

countries, so their intervention in the Emirate's 

affairs finally caused to decline and destruction of 

the Baban Emirate[26,17,19]. 

 In the era of Afghans, Ottomans enjoyed the 

existing anarchic to seize parts of Iran. Several years 

later Nader Shah restored these parts and signed 

Kurdan agreement with Ottoman Empire. Afterwards 

in all peace contracts between the two countries, 

border determining has been referred to the 

precedingcontract, according to thecontract between 

Nader Shah and Mahmud Khan the first:the peace 

contract with SultanMorad the forth, remains in force 

without any change [46,47]. Also in the last war and 

its following peace contractin Fathali Shah era in 

Erzurum (1823AD),it's been mentioned that "the 

peace contract dated 1159 about boundaries is wholly 

and completely observed and valid" (Sepehr).The 

ambiguity between the two countries bordersand the 

related conflicts and negotiations, after several years 

ended to theTreaty of Erzurum II (1847AD/ 

1263AH) which was a turning point in this regard 

and leaded to forming of common border 

commissions for determining the boundaries clearly 

according to the above mentioned agreements 

[49].While these commissions specially the 1912-

1914 commission, which consisted of Russian and 

Britain representatives, mapped all the common 

borders of Iran and Ottomanfrom Mohammre to 

Ararat Mountains, due to the occurrenceof the first 

world war,couldn't be approved by the two sides 

finally [5]. 
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The status of Kurds in the relation between Iran and 

Ottoman: 

 The Kurds and the regions they lived on, has 

always been the source of strong disputes between 

the Safavids and Ottomans [7].The recent researchers 

emphasizes on the role of Kurds in the 

competencesbetween the two Empires, but Kurds 

recognize themselves as a family of Iranian people, 

the nation of Iran, the Aryan race and their language 

as one of the Iranian Languages [45]. According to 

the famous Kurd researcher, Rashid Yasemi,Kurds in 

Iran are Iranian, whether at past or at the present 

time. Being Iranian of Kurds has been mentioned in 

the oldest sources to contemporary writings, among 

them are: Ferdosi "Kurd's race belongs tothat 

origin,SharafoddineBedlisi "Kurds are the offspring 

of Medes" [9]. Sajjadi, the Kurdish historian "the 

Kurd's origin refers to the Medes and Zagros Mt" 

[28]. DariushForuhar, the Kurdish politician 

"Kurdstan has always been Iranian and will remain 

Iranian". Edgar Obalas "the Kurds are from the 

Aryan race and probably from the Medesgeneration 

[4]. Minorsky "Kurds are not only Aryan in terms of 

their language but alsotheir language belongs to the 

family of Aryan languages. Nikitin "the origin and 

the beginning of Kurds are the Medes" [51]. Rashid 

Yasemi "one famous branch of the Aryan races that 

researchers have no doubt about their Aryan race, are 

Kurds" [24]. It is just in Iran that all people sincerely 

and truly recognize Kurds as Iranian like themselves, 

but the Iranian government's policies after the 

Safavid are not in conformity with people's sincerity. 

 When  Karim Khan e Zand,whom the most 

Kurds and some researchers recognize as Kurd, came 

to power after dynastic struggles in 18
th

 century , the 

Kurds didn't show any solidarity with him and even 

when he died and Lotf Ali Khan e Zand,one of his 

offspring's, claimed to be the king , encountered the 

north coalition, that one of its parts were the Kurd's 

Ardalans and was  defeated. This means that they 

have never wanted to dominate over other nations at 

this territory, in the name of Kurd. Maybe the reason 

is that they are introvert in terms of culture, so they 

haven't had any tendency to dominate over any place 

outside of their territoryduring their long history. 

They have just insisted on the elimination of other's 

dominance [2].  

 When Kurds in Turkey formed a party by the 

name of"Independency", one of their 

fundamentalprinciples was to establish good 

relationship with Iran's brother nation and 

government "Article 5" Butin spite of Kurd's pure 

feeling towards Iran, the rulers of Iran has never 

looked at Kurd's problem as an internal 

problem."There has been no difference between them 

and Ottoman kings in respect of dominance over 

Kurds and even after the world war II they have 

collaboratedwith Bagdad and Ankara to suppress 

Kurds" [2].The regrettable situation that surrounded 

Kurds from all sides,hasinfluenced even historians 

like Chris Kochera, he confesses thatKurd 

submissively resisted against Turks attack from east 

and west and defended his country by some means or 

other, the Iranian rulers instead of gathering Iranian 

nations,cooperated with those cruel rulers and 

tookKurds away from their own territory with 

different excuses [4]. Looking at this bilateral 

relationship, Kurd as servant and Iranian as ruler, 

caused Shikh Mahmud to say "the Iranian lost the 

clue and look at the problem in a wrong way". The 

result of this bilateral relationship and the 

consequences of occurrences by which one can 

recognize this nation, can be a base for changing of 

other nation's outlooking in this territory.Reviewing 

the texts and documents correctly and also applying 

correct recognition will be useful to improve 

vulnerable parts and strengthenprincipals and 

foundations of internal union. 

 Kurds in the other side were under the 

dominance of Ottoman Empire. From the beginning 

of border disputes between Iran and Ottoman 

Empires, some of Kurds inclined towards Ottomans 

by Hakim Bedlisi's stimulation to oppose against 

religious extremism of Shah Ismail [14]. Another 

reason for Kurds' inclination towards Ottomanswas 

that Istanbul was farther than Tehran or Isfahan so 

gathering taxes and supplies or applying for military 

services was not in a good situation. 

 Ottomanshave never neglected to stimulate 

Kurds; this stimulation was mainly based on their 

common religion with Iranian nations andagainst the 

extremism of Safavids.The last example of this 

policy happened during Mashrute revolution, when 

the Kurds of Mahabad helped them to seize Maraghe 

and Miandoab. Also the Ottomans benefited from 

Kurd's dissatisfaction of cruelty of Shiite Turk rulers 

in the Sunni Kurds' residential regions.The 

Ottomans, most of the times, in the excuse of 

common religion used Kurds against Iran, they 

proposed the policy of Unity of Islam (pan-Islamic) 

during the period of Sultan Abdul Hamid the second, 

in this way they could persuade Kurds to fight 

against Russia and other non-Islamic nations. Their 

propaganda was so strong that during 1914-15 almost 

all Kurds even the Iranian Kurds agreed to fight to 

their advantage. 

 Despite of all these problems and abusing of 

Ottomans from these conditions, Kurdshave never 

turned back to Iran seriouslyor turned to Ottomans 

by their all means. For example, when some feudal 

andlocal rulers supported the rebellion of 

Salaroddole against central government, the majority 

of people didn't support them and showed their 

dissatisfaction to domineering policies of 

Ottomansand their rulers. 

 The most Kurds in the northwest of 

Iranneighboring Ottoman Empire were Sunni like 

Ottomans which could relate Kurds with them. Kurds 

have always been so bounded to their religion that 

their rising against the laic government of Mustafa 
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Kamal Pasha in modern Turkey was because of 

Kamalist'sdeforestation.Olson has mentioned that 

"laic reforms were one of the main reasons of Sheikh 

Sa'id's rising" [8]. After several centuries abusing of 

the religion of Kurds and persuading them to defend 

Islamic empire and pan Islamism,and to attract the 

Europe's view,now the Ankara Government is trying 

to introduce Kurdish rising as a religious backward 

action [58]. However Kurds have backed up their 

mother land and have been moderate between 

supporting common religion with Ottomans from one 

side and Iran territory from the other side. 

 The life ofmigrating tribes of Kurdsin Zagros 

mountains,struggling to earn a livelihood, forced 

them to commute in the disputed regions to access 

pasturesfor their summer and winter resorts, this 

commuting was one of the most controversial 

problems between the two empires and has been 

mentioned in all bilateral agreements.Therefore both 

empires paid much attention to these tribes and tried 

to attract the heads of the tribes and enjoyed their 

martial forces. The tribes using the indetermination 

of borders exploited this situation to live in both 

sides [10]. Chapter 8 of Arznerum deals with the 

nationality of tribes, the tribes with certain 

nationality "must enter the land of the state to which 

they belong,in the places of corps by force. The 

distributed tribes just for one time can choose their 

place of life by their own choice" [28]. But 

Ottomans, not only didn't observe the contents of the 

agreement, but also through stimulation of religious 

feelings of people of Sardasht, CHehrig and …., tried 

to force Iran to give more advantages. In this way 

Ottomans succeed to seize some parts of Kurdistan. 

The Ottoman agents in the commission of border 

contamination "tempted the residents of those areas", 

and tried to deceive them to be Ottomans citizens 

through promising of granting taxes and bestowing 

them the local governorship in their region. Sardasht 

city, located in the west of Zabriverandconsisted of 

disputed tribes was more prone to turn back to Iran. 

Moshirodolle has written about Sardasht city in 

Tahqiqat e Sarhadieh in 1268 AH "after leaving of 

devotees and agents from Sardasht, Darwish Pasha 

stayed there longer in the excuse of more 

investigations, and tried to deceive and stimulate 

people in any possible way, so on Friday he went to 

Jom'a Prayer and invited all audiences to be 

followers and citizens of OttomanEmpire". However 

people of Sardasht made their decision and preferred 

the Iranian nationality and citizenship, the related 

document will be discussed later. 

 

Sardasht City: 

 Sardashtcity, with the area of more than 1411 

square kilometer, is located in south west of West 

Azerbaijan province. People believe that Sardasht is 

the birth place of the Iranian prophet,Zaroaster, that 

is called Zartasht or Zadshtare in Kurdish and the 

name of Sardasht has been derived fromZartasht, but 

after Arab's attack to Iran, it has been changed 

toSardasht. To find the root of this word, we studied 

the historian books of fourth and fifth centuries 

specially "Masulek and Mamulek" in which some 

historians recognize the word "selgh or selk"as the 

root of Sardasht which means the joint point of three 

ways (routs), Sardasht has been a very sensitive place 

in the past centuries because it was the joint point of 

Iran, Ottomanand Iraq. 

 

The boundary and strategic:  

 Situation of the city caused many important 

events to take place. Frizzer the famous tourist, who 

has passed Sardasht in 1834 AD, has written that "all 

the villages had been ruined and in the city there 

were near 100 poor families" [25]. In another part 

Frizzer has quoted Abdossamad Khan the ruler of 

Sardasht "every year the ruler of Azerbaijan take 

5000 Tomans from this poor city and the Iranian 

soldiers leave nothing for people". The situation was 

the same until Amir Kabir came to power, before 

being chancellor he was in Tabriz and represented 

Iran for 3 years in Erzrum II negotiations with 

Ottomans so he correctly was aware of the borders 

situations and the important role of Kurds, therefore 

from the beginning of his chancellery started to use 

the Kurds elites in the court.At first he summoned 

Aziz Khan from Sardashtto the capital 

(1226Hejira/1264AH)and requested the king to 

appoint him as a commander-in-chief. Aziz 

Khanwho got the title of "Sardar e Kol" until his 

death (1249Hejira/1287AH) held the important 

military and interior positions including of: the 

responsibility to suppress the Babieh rising in Zanjan 

(1228Hejira), the commissioner for meeting Russian 

crown prince1228Hejira, the military and interior 

responsibility during Nase raddin Shah trip to Isfahan 

1229 AH, the president-ship of Darulfunun1230 AH. 

The presence ofSardar e Kol in the court leaded the 

central government to control the region more than 

before and the people of Sardasht to establish more 

connection with the then government. "Since Aziz 

Khan, from that nation became famous and achieved 

high ranks, so the affairs of that region have been 

flourished and settled". Sardar also has done useful 

actions in Sardasht like the construction of mosque, 

bridge, bath and caravansary. 

 Another important event happened in 

Sardashtwas the presence of HamzaAghqMangur 

who had risen up against the Qajar king in the cityin 

1271AH. After the death of Aziz Khan, he had seized 

the opportunity to attack the city, killing people and 

burning the city specially the house of Aziz Khan. 

"Hamza accompanied by some Ottoman tribes 

attacked Sardasht and savojbolagh and burnt the 

house of Aziz Khan and the city mosque". Some 

years later and after Sheikh Obeydoll's rising and his 

temptations, people rose up. " the central government 

of Iran was able to calm down the people just by 

submitting local posts and positions to the 
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representatives of the tribes and discharging of 

hateful officials" [43]. The other important event in 

Sardasht consistsof: 

1. The presence of Russian forces in the city and 

slaughtering of people before the first world war and 

the revolution of 1917 AD 

2. Pshdaries' uprising: Pshdaries, a Kurdish tribe in 

Ottoman Empire, exploiting the weakness of the 

Iranian central government, attacked Sardasht and set 

the city on fire. 

3. The uprising of Amar Hama Sur (Amar Pasha) 

in 1317  

4. The chemical bombardment of the city on June 

28,1987 by Ba'th regime  

 The borders of Sardasht region in the 

agreements between Iran and Ottomanthe history of 

border disputes between Iran and Ottoman and their 

attempt to solve this problem refers to the Safavid 

era. At first any clear or certain border lines hadn't 

been determined in bilateral agreementsto rely on. So 

that the representative of Shah Abbas the first who 

had gone to Istanbul to conclude an 

agreement,wrote:"the order of the boundaries is as 

before" [48]. Afterward in all bilateral agreements, 

borderdetermination has been referred to the letter of 

Sultan Morad Khan the forth and previous contracts. 

In the year of 1639 AD, the representatives relied on 

the letter of Sultan Morad Khan the forth to Shah 

Safi in which the borders were determined briefly 

and ambiguously. However the origin form of this 

letter doesn't exist."It has been disappeared in Iran 

because of negligence and in Ottoman because of 

burning" [48]. It was apparently just a simple letter 

from Sultan Morad Khan to Shah Safi in the Shaval 

of 1049AHandin the Iranian officials opinion 

couldn't be relied on for border determination, as 

Moshiroddole said "It isn't competent to be relied on" 

[48]. Therefore the border disputes lasted until Nader 

Shah era. Nader Shah and Sultan Mohammad Khan 

the first signed Kurdan Agreement in Sha'ban 

1747AD, which, again, was based on the letter of 

Sultan Morad Khan the forth namely Zahab or 

QasreShirincontract.  

 TheErzurum treaty known as Erzurum the first 

in 1819 AD/1237AH says "the contract and peace 

pact dated 1159AD/1146 AH about border 

determinationis completely observed and its contents 

hasn't been changed" [30] in this way all previous 

problems remained unsolvable [22] but the most 

important treaty of all, is Erzurum the second which 

according to Adamiyyat"is the last historical 

development between the two country" [1]. 

 This agreement, represented by 

MirzaTagiKhaneFarahani on behalf of Iran, was 

signed on May 13, 1847. The great powers of the 

time, Russia and the United Kingdom, also were 

present to sustain their interests related to border 

determination between the two empires. These 

negotiations consisted of 18 meetings and lasted for 

3 years. The most important part of it refers to border 

determination and control of borderers (Pirnia, 

1308,202). The agreement is bilateral between Iran 

and Ottomanand each side is obliged to prevent the 

Kurdish tribes commuting in both sides of the 

borders and to determine the nationality of Kurdish 

tribes and also to establish security at the borders 

[29]. The most important decision of the agreement 

was the formation of a quadrilateral international 

committee to determine and mark out the borders. 

The results of these contracts had nothing for Kurds 

but mixing up and misunderstanding and also 

bilateral pressure from both sides. As M.A 

Newkurov said "to determine the borders, Kurds 

have been consulted less than everyone else" 

[43].Darwish Pasha tried to deceive Kurds on behalf 

of Ottomans to accept Ottoman nationality, but 

Iranian (officials) just tried to recall the witnesses 

and persons familiar with the region. It is obvious 

from the letter of Mirza Agha Khan eNuri to 

Heshmatoddole the then ruler of Azerbaijan. "The 

representatives of quadrilateral committee will come 

to visit the Azerbaijan's border lines, so it is 

necessary to write to the rulers of Khoy, Urmie, 

savojbolaghandSardashtto recall persons with 

ingenuity and deep insight of the region and 

borders,beside themselves"  [53]. 

 The borders disputes between Iran and 

Ottomanwere one of the most important areaof 

influence to be exploited by Russia and Britain. 

According to the documents in Istanbul's foreign 

officearchive, 163 villages in the region of Sardasht 

and Betushhave beenunder dispute [53]. 

 Sardasht city and its dependent region was the 

disputed region until the Erzenerum the second and 

the formation of quadrilateral 

commission(Nasiri,V:3,19).The main decision of the 

contract between Iran and Ottoman with the presence 

of Russia and Great Britain as mediators was to 

determine the border linesas clear as possible and 

solve the border problems forever. Therefore in 

Ramadan 1268AH /1230HejiraDarwish Pasha went 

to Sardasht on behalf of Ottomans, and gathered the 

clergy men, the nobles, the trustees and the traders in 

the city mosque and encouraged them to accept the 

Ottoman nationality and tell the quadrilateral 

commission to extend the Ottoman borders to the 

east side of small Zab river in order that the city and 

its Sunni residents be place under the authority of 

Ottomans [53].The people of Sardasht who were 

Kurd and Sunni, for the first time were able to make 

their own decision, so after visiting Darwish Pasha 

wrote a letter to Iran's foreign office and sought their 

help. This letter is a sign of people's attempt and 

interest in remaining under the banner of their 

ancestors' land. 

 Thedocuments studied in both countries, shows 

that Sardasht city, Alan region andvazineh 

plain,which are the dependent regions of 

Sardashttoday, have been mentioned in the 

documents and archives of the two 
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neighboringempires and exchanged repeatedly 

between them andeach time they have been under the 

control of one of them.After the conclusion of the 

above-mentioned contract, people could select their 

ruler by themselves, they didn't accept Darwish 

Pasha's suggestion and in a letter signed by 18 

influential men of the city, required the Iranian 

foreign office to preserve the city under the authority 

of Iran. Years later, the Iranian state hasn't yet paid 

attention to the border problems and ruling over the 

region. In Sha'ban 1331/Tir 1292/August 1913, the 

consul of Russia in MokriSavojbolagh reported that 

"the lack of Iranian guards in Sardasht and Bane is a 

good stimulus for Ottoman agents"  [39] and added 

that Ottoman agents tell people not to pay taxes to 

the Iranian government, because after border 

determination, the region will be under the authority 

of Ottomans. 

 The document of Darwish Pasha's asking the 

people of Sardasht to accept the Ottomans 

dominance over Sardasht and its dependent region 

and the reaction of people 

Document NO:145 

Date: Ramadan 1268AH 

Box: 13 

File: 7/5  

 The letter of people of Sardasht to the Iranian 

foreign office Our Hope, when you and the 

commissioners left Sardasht, we went to the house of 

Darwish Pasha, the Ottoman agent, on Friday 14
th

 of 

Ramadan, he wanted us to be gathered in the city 

mosque to do his research.We, considering the 

Iranian officials recommendations to respect the 

agents, did so. He asked us to give him a signed and 

sealed letter containing that Sardasht and its 

dependent regions belongs toOttoman Empire. Since 

we recognizeSardasht and its dependent regions as 

Iran's territoryand we have beenunder the authority 

ofIran's government from the beginning of our life, 

therefore we respectfully, refused to do so and 

replied him thatSardasht and its dependent regions 

belong to Iran and we can't write against our 

knowledge because of worldly interests. It is 

necessary to inform you about what happened. 

 Writtenin the month of Ramadan 1268 AH (the 

names and seals of 18 people of Sardasht) To the 

claimer of our hope,Moshiroddole 

 The clergy man MollaGhafur,the erudite and 

teacher in Sardasht 

 The clergy man MollaYosef the judge of 

Sardasht 

 The clergy man Molla MohammadModarres, 

teacher  

 The clergy man Molla Ibrahim the sun of the 

teacher and the judge of Sardasht 

 The clergy man Molla AhmadModarres 

 Agha Fattah the sheriff of Sardasht 

 RasulAghathe head man of Sardasht 

 Da'IFaghihHasan,Sardasht 

 Mohammad Aghathe landlord and head man 

ofKalve 

 Omar Beig the landlord and head man of Kalve 

 HamzeAgha the head man of Kalve 

 KahfAlhajGader the head of people in Sardasht 

 Agha Hasan a business man in Sardasht 

 IsmailAghathe landlord and head man of 

Sardasht 

 FaghihRasul the landlord and head man of 

Sardasht 

 IliasAghathe head man of Sardasht 

 Movla Agha the dean of Kalve tribe 

 HasanAgha supervisor and the dean of 

Gavarktribe 

 Also MollaGasemthe Caliph of Sardashtcame to 

us in svan's house on Ramadan 16
th

, 1268. 

The origin form of the letter of Sardasht'speople [53]. 

 

Some understandings from this document: 

 This document reflects that Darwish Pasha tried 

his best to deceive people and attract them to 

Ottoman Empirebut as the letter shows just the 6out 

of 18 personswere religious men and the others were 

landlords and the head of the tribes,so for proving the 

legitimacy of Ottoman Empire he had to invite the 

elders, the erudite, thelandlords, the head of the tribes 

and business men and encourage them to turn toward 

Ottomanin order to prove the legitimacy of 

Ottomans. He has enjoyed common religionso 

knowingly has entered the city on Friday at the holy 

month of Ramadan because of the intensivereligious 

feelings in this month and wanted the fasting people 

to gather at the Friday mosque, prayed with them and 

requested them to write that"Sardasht and its 

dependent regions belong to Ottoman Empire".  

 Why have the people of Sardasht stressed on 

their Iranian nationality and asked the foreign 

officeof Iran to support themand place Sardashtunder 

its authority? They acted and spoke truly and referred 

to their historical records based on the fact that Kurds 

recognize themselves Iranian "we were under the 

authority of Iran's government from the beginning of 

our life"and regarding the "common religion of 

people", they themselves wrote "we can't write 

against our knowledge because of worldly interests", 

However an important factor which hasn't been 

mentioned in the letter, was the selection of Aziz 

Khan by Amir Kabir and his presence in the royal 

court that have had a positive effect on the region's 

quietness and people's tendency towards Iran."Since 

Aziz Khan, Sardar e Kol, was selected from that 

dynasty and became famous and prompted to high 

ranks; so the affairs of that region have been 

flourished "[12]. 

 However the oppression and misconduct of the 

Iranian rulers in regions like Sardashtcould lead 

some people of the generation who wrote the above-

mentioned letter, to seek asylum to Ottoman Empire 

and seek their help in difficult situations. In 

NaseraddinSha's era Sardashties asked Shah to 
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discharge Sardasht's ruler, Ezzatolla Khan, because 

of his misbehavior. Then a Kurd by the name 

ofAhmad Bak e Mokri, replaced him whom people 

approved [20].But some years later, Qajars appointed 

Ezzatolla Khan as the ruler of Sardasht again. "He 

oppressed people and went on his misbehavior, 

therefore people complained against him toOttoman 

Empire and declared it is the responsibility of Islam's 

Sultan to support them". According to the existing 

documents, the Ottomans have always looked for an 

opportunity around Sardasht." According to the 

report of SardarMOkri from Sardasht, 400 soldiers 

have come to the border village of Genavawhose 

purpose is unknown, and whenever they like, they 

can seize Betush."(political document's selection, 

1370,V:4/429).The negligence of Iranian central 

government to the demands of local residents, the 

religious tensions between Turks and Kurds 

(Kasravi,2536,130) and Ottomans propaganda'shave 

caused people's difficulties and troubles with the then 

governments. It was clear that Kurds would obey the 

central government more, when their rulers were 

Kurd and Sunni. Thecentral government could 

neutralize Ottoman's propagandas by appointing 

Sunni Kurd rulers in the region so that 

Ottomanscouldn't abuse of Kurds religious feelings 

or they could minimize the contacts between Sunni 

and Shia, but whether they and their advisors haven't 

been aware of the conditionsorthey haven't wanted to 

do anything, therefore madeit just likea dream to 

have a union Iran without local-ethnic uprisings. 

 The following document which has been 

inOttoman Turkish originally and its Arabic 

versionhas been studied, reflects that the view and 

stance of people of the region have been changed 

[44]. The residents of Sardasht region, who were 

Sunniso, much closer toOttomans in terms of religion 

than Iranian Shia rulers,whenever couldn't bear the 

oppression of their Iranian rulersanymore and the 

royal court of Iran has done nothing for them, they 

have resorted to Ottomansby force. The problems 

and different religion of Sunni Kurds with other 

people of Iran and particularly their rulers in 

northwest of Iranaccompanied by Ottomans 

stimulations have been important obstacles [4]. In the 

following document,Sardashties' have sought asylum 

from their cruel rulers to Ottoman Empire and have 

stated that Sardasht has been under the authority 

ofBabansfrom olden times and now "It is the 

responsibility of the Moslem's Caliph to support us if 

not in terms of land expansion but based on the 

principals of Islamic ruling and the rights of 

Moslems". This means that people have yet 

recognized them as Iranian but because they haven't 

found any asylum from Iranian ruler, so they have 

resorted to Ottomans religious support. 

 

Persian, Arabic Translation and the original 

document: 

 The requisition of Sardashties to be supported 

against the oppression of Iranian ruler, Ezzatolla 

Khan Sent from Ma'mure (a province whose center is 

Ql'aDize ) NO: 168 Date: Tamuz 29, 1329 Roman  

 According to the history,Sardasht and its regions 

were under the authority ofBabans, the rulers of 

Sulaymaniyah. When the BAban dynasty ruined, 

their territory including Sardashtplaced under the 

direct authority of Ottomans. Due to the negligence 

of Ottomans agents, Iran seized the opportunity and 

attachedSardasht to its territory. Our obedience from 

Ottoman government made Iran angry with us, so 

from last winter they have invadednot only our 

properties but also our soul and life. Anyway we are 

Moslem and connected to the center of caliphate and 

the caliph of Muslims is truly obliged to support us, 

if not in terms of land expansion but based on the 

principals of Islamic ruling. We request the caliph to 

save us from the cruelty of Ezzatolla Khan in any 

way possible. 

Abdolkarim,Mufti of Sardasht 

Soz Ahmad, The head 

Babl Agha, the head of Gavark 

Mohammad, on behalf of people 

Movlud, representative of business men 

Amin, representative of cloth dealers [44] 

 There are two important points in this 

document,"cruelty of ruler" and "religious 

responsibility of caliph". Sardashties have 

complained to caliph against cruel ruler not against 

Iran and have sought asylum to Ottoman Empirein 

terms of religion not in terms of land expansion. The 

Qajars'wrong approach of not using Kurd elites in 

power, of which Amir Kabir exploited correctly, 

could have such consequences. The Qajar rulers 

without any attention to past events and former 

documents have sent agents to the region that had 

nothing in common with people.The Qajar rulers 

could eliminate the threats through learning a lesson 

of employing Aziz KhaneSardashti in the court and 

its consequent quietness in the region and accepting 

the request of people to discharge Ezzatolla Khan.  

 The dissolution of Soran, Baban and Ardalan 

Emirates in Iran and Ottomanprovided a very good 

opportunity for sheikhs to play an outstanding role 

among Kurds. Furthermorethe policy of pan-

Islamism of Ottomans made the role of religion more 

outstanding than before.The policy of pan-Islamism 

of Ottomansas well as an outstanding role of sheikhs 

among Kurds after the uprising of Sheikh Obeidolla, 

and lack of Iranian rulers' attention toother important 

characters like common race, language and common 

historical memories made the role of religion, which 

was the common aspect between Sardasht's residents 

and Ottoman Empire, more outstanding than before.  

 

Conclusions: 

 Soon after the rise of Ottoman Empire, its border 

disputes with Iran have begun and in spite of the 

conclusion of several bilateral contracts, they 
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couldn't reach a final agreement to solve the problem 

forever.InQajar era they conclude the Erzurum 

agreement with participation of Russia and Britain to 

determine the border lines, according to the chapter 8 

of the agreement, the people of disputed regions for 

the first time, were allowed to select the country to 

which they are attached by their own choice.Darwish 

Pasha the Ottoman agents in the Commission did his 

best to stimulate and deceive people to accept 

Ottoman nationality, however duo to common race, 

language and common historical memories, the 

people of Sardashtsent a letter to Iran'sforeign office 

and insisted on their Iranian nationality and required 

to be remained under the authority of Iran. The 

Kurdish city of Sardasht is an example of Kurdish 

community which interested in remaining in the 

framework of one governmental structure with their 

countrymen and never wanted to be in one political 

structure with non-Iranians or foreigners. But in the 

next years the wrong approach of Qajar rulers and 

dispatching of cruel rulers like Ezzatoll Khan to the 

regionas well as taking high taxes despite of severe 

poverty in the region and non-appreciation of 

people's stance regarding Iran in their letter to 

foreign office, caused people to get into a different 

position from their ancestors and impressed by pan-

Islamism policy of the late Ottoman Sultans, seek 

Ottoman support to save them from their cruel ruler. 

It is recommended that the present politicians and 

governors learn a lesson from Qajar 

ruler'swrongdoings and considering the religious and 

ethnicdifferences adopt a well-informed policyin 

order to promote the solidarity among Iranian nations 

and attempt to strengthen pro-Iransensationamong 

nations like Kurds.  
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